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Meetings and Outings
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Meetings:

All Meetings start at 7:30 p.m. at the York Region Police
Building Meeting Room (Baseline Road between McCowan
and Civic Centre Road) unless noted otherwise. No July or
August and January Meetings. Members events (insurance
compliance). Visitors welcome.
York Regional Police, 3 District Community Meeting Room
3527 Baseline Road, Georgina.

NOTE: Consistent with YRP recent procedures in place regarding evening use of
their Community Meeting Room (CMR), attendees of SLSN meetings must be
current members of SLSN in good standing, and may be asked to provide further
information, as requested.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuesday, June 11: Honduras Adventures: Norma Knowlton’s presentation will have
two foci, one natural and one archaeological. The natural section is based on the
northeastern area if the country in Pico Bonito Conservation Area and the rivers and coast
north of it. This is a lush hot region which includes a coastal plain and some low mountains.
The second part is in the mountains on the central eastern part of Honduras near the
Guatemala border. The Maya site of Copan flourished during the Classic Maya Period about
250 AD to 780 AD. The wildlife, including birds are different there.
NEXT MEETING: September, Enjoy your Summer vacations and travels.

Outings: All regular outings – Note: Paid-up members in good standing
may participate (for insurance compliance).
2019 Winter
Tuesday June 25: Nature Study Expedition and Birding: An afternoon of searching
for and identifying native mushrooms, ferns and their allies, in a
Regional Forest area. We will also do some light hiking and area
birding as conditions determine. Meet at 2:00 p.m. at the Coffee Time,
Highway 48, south of Baldwin. Dress for the weather. Bring binoculars
etc.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Members, please consider writing and submitting an article to the Talon Newsletter.
Phone Paul 905-722-8021 or Norma 905-476-4747 for further information about
meetings and naturalist outings.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2019-06-10

Thickson’s Woods and Oshawa Second Marsh Trip
Report

Paul Harpley and Jeff Boylin
On Wednesday June 5, 2019 members of the South Lake Simcoe Naturalists met
early in the morning in Georgina and headed south for a day long Birding trip
down to Lake Ontario hot spots, Thickson’s Woods and Oshawa Second Marsh.
Rare avian migrants can sometimes turn up unexpectedly so be prepared. While
in these important habitat areas we will also do some light hiking and general
nature study. We were blessed with great weather on an unpredictable day this
group of 6 thoroughly enjoyed this outing of birding and botany.
The Thickson’s Wood Nature Reserve where we started birding in south Whitby
was created from donations of people who wanted to protect this area as a
Nature reserve. Galvanized into action when the pines were threatened with
logging in 1983, a handful of naturalists formed a nonprofit corporation and
purchased the woods. Donations from hundreds of caring people, from as far
away as England and Japan, raised $150,000 to pay off the mortgage. Thickson's
Woods became the first natural area to be listed in the Ontario Nature Trust
Alliance registry.
The Woods is a small but very productive woodlot on the north shore of Lake
Ontario, known far and wide for important migrant rarities, this spring including a
Fox sparrow and a Hermit warbler (a California breeding, and Mexico south
wintering bird). The diverse forest woodlot, especially of Large Pines provide a
landmark for migrating passerines crossing Lake Ontario or moving east or west
along the shoreline.
We were at the woods after most of the migration had already passed through
but only after an hour and twenty minutes the group documented 25 bird
species. At first a few Baltimore Orioles decided to entertain us taking long pauses
for viewing. A very tame Eastern Kingbird that Jeff really enjoyed and John got
photos of, when a few that came even closer once spotted. The friendliest
Cardinals, Chickadees and Red Wing blackbirds followed, looking for handouts
perched within a few feet of on lookers. Close ups with binoculars was
breathtaking. Yellow Warblers were abundant in the Woods throughout the
entire day, including at Second Marsh. An honorable mention was a Mute Swan
with 3 cygnets. Other highlights included Veery, and Bank swallows.

Eastern kingbird, John Baxter photo

In the forest area at Thickson’s Woods we observed and studied some showy
spring wild flowers including Trilliums, May Apple, False Solomon’s Seal, and
Ostrich fern, and many others. Unfortunately, the invasive Phragmites was
prominent drying up the wetland along the Corbett creek was also identified and
discussed.

Trillium, John Baxter photo

Mayapple, John Baxter photos

Our 2nd stop Oshawa’s Second Marsh is a large 137 hectare coastal wetland of
significant biodiversity, as rain storms were threatening. We had a nice outside
packed lunch with Tim Horton’s coffee on the high coastal trail. Many of the same
species were see here as at Thickson’s Woods. We confirmed identified Tree
swallows, Gold finches, Cowbird, the Flicker, a Song Sparrow and a Turkey Vulture
etc. being consistently chased and pecked by an unidentified other avian species
(probably Red-winged blackbirds). Highlights included a Green heron and a really
good look at a Gray catbird. Mayapple a beautiful woodland ground cover plant
was identified here as well, with its umbrella like foliage with its stunning white
flower.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bill 108, Ontario Government Comments
2019-05-31

Re: Comment on Proposed Bill 108
Premier Doug Ford, Minster Steve Clark, Caroline Mulroney M.P.P.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I recommend the government of Ontario reconsider moving forward with Bill 108 as it is currently
proposed, and especially delay further action on the proposed changes to the conservation authorities’
mandate as set out in Schedule 2 of Bill 108. A fulsome consultation process needs t o be undertake with
all stakeholders prior to the enactment of any legislation and related regulations.
A safe and healthy and biodiverse natural environment is the foundation of a healthy economy.
Ontarians have recently seen the personal and taxpayer costs of the floods that ravaged the province
this spring. Climate Change impact on Watershed hydrology is rapidly changing and undermining past

policy and regulation. New Management through Ontario’s conservation authorities— in partnership
with municipalities and the Province—needs to be expanded and funded for mitigation and adaptation
to provide more efficient and cost-effective means to address environmental problems affecting public
health and safety and threatening Ontario’s economy. This means more regulation, planning and
financial and personnel resources, not less as proposed in Bill 108.
Conservation Authorities need to be more empowered with more resources, not less. The watershed
approach to planning and management needs strengthened in the provincial regulatory and policy
framework as a core mandate of the conservation authorities. Municipalities need the services that
conservation authorities provide and must not be able to opt out of being a partner in providing
essential services for the health and well-being of residents and ultimately the economy. The provisions
of this proposed Bill seem to undermine this important need.
Recent changes to governance and land-use planning in the Greater Golden Horseshoe are being taken
in an ad hoc manner. More time for the government to understand how changes in one area affect
other areas of provincial responsibility is needed. For example, changes to conservation authorities’
mandates are premature until the regional government review is completed, as many others have
noted. More time for public consultation is needed. And more time for the government to respond to
public input is needed.
Also, many Ontarians spent decades asking for the OMB to be disbanded. Finally, our previous
government ended the OMB after a full year of public consultations. Today, your government is allowing
for 6 ½ hours of deputations to be held this week prior to bringing Bill 108 into effect. It is particularly
difficult and unacceptable to comment on the Bill when details, including regulations and principles
guiding the legislation, have not been made available.
And, more formal consultations are needed now! The impact of these wide-ranging areas of policy
and regulation are not nearly enough studied or even detailed. The myriad complications of impacts
on our natural habitats, biodiversity and ecology of our many and complex ecosystems and Bioregions
in Ontario, in this brief process have not been in any way fulsome or rigorous.
As the world receives urgent Global Assessment Reports from the U.N. and others, on the imminent
collapse of our natural world, and Ontario itself experiences wildfires, storm and flooding like never in
recorded history, it seems your government is abandoning endangered and at-risk species. These
wildlife species in Ontario are most threatened by loss of habitat to all kinds of development. Actions
by your government in weakening the Ontario Endangered Species Act is deplorable. The proposed
pay to develop their remaining natural habitat is similarly unacceptable. Proposed provisions in this
Bill 108 are equally concerning, 20 pages of amendments to the Endangered Species Act.
Ontario’s most threatened species need your governments support now more than ever: Blanding’s
turtle, Lake sturgeon, Boreal caribou, Polar bear, Wolverine, Hog-nosed snake, Wood turtle, Olivesided flycatcher, Red-sided dace, and many more.

I implore your government to pull back Bill 108, including changes to the Ontario Heritage Act and the
return of the OMB, until the heritage sector and local communities are given appropriate time to
properly review details of the legislation and provide detailed, specific helpful comments, and
refinements.
Paul Harpley BSc.(Hons.) M.A.
President, South Lake Simcoe Naturalists
Director, The Zephyr Society of Lake Simcoe Research Organization

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Environmental Communications Option’s Organization
Comment

Bill 108 Open Letter to Minister Steven Clark
May 31st, 2019 1:07 PM
BILL 108 OPEN LETTER
31 May 2019
Honorable Minister Steven Clark
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
777 Bay Street, 17th Floor
Toronto, ON M5G 2E5

Minister Clark,
On behalf of the millions of Ontarians that we represent as municipal governments, housing
advocates, and environmental leaders, we are writing to request that your government provide
additional time to consider Bill 108. We are ready to work with you to ensure that the
legislation’s intent of delivering more affordable housing is achieved.
We believe that our common goal of delivering suitable homes that are within the means of all
families can be met without compromising the livability of our communities. Ontarians are telling
us that they have significant concerns that their quality of life will be negatively impacted if the
More Homes, More Choices Act proceeds as planned.
The provisions in Bill 108 would limit the ability of municipal governments to plan for, and
provide amenities for the people we all serve. Our residents expect their neighbourhoods
consist of more than just a grouping of homes. Parks, daycares, and recreation centres are not

nice-to-haves but necessary building blocks of a thriving community.
Residents are also concerned about losing Ontario’s natural heritage if Schedules 2, 5, and 6 of
the Act is passed. Bill 108 threatens conservation areas, wetlands, and the plants and animals
that call them home, particularly endangered species. Ontarians value and cherish their natural
areas, and will not accept losing them to sprawling subdivisions when better options are
available.
Thirty days is too short a timeline for our residents to properly assess, and make meaningful
contributions, to legislation that proposes significant changes to 15 separate Acts. Further, since
much of Bill 108 is enabling legislation for regulations that have yet to be released, we are
commenting blind in regards to critical aspects of the Act.
Our constituents expect us to take the time this issue deserves to ensure we get it right.
We therefore request that you extend the comment period from June 1st to September 1st, and
release draft regulations in that period, to provide an opportunity for meaningful consultation
before moving ahead with Bill 108.

Widely copied to Greater Toronto and Golden Horseshoe Municipal Representatives,
Environmental Advocates and Housing Advocates.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bill 108 – Greenbelt Council Comments (Report #6 and
5) – David Crombie
Greenbelt Council for the Greater Golden Horseshoe Report #6 (May 2019)

Continuing its practice of distributing progress reports after each meeting, the Greenbelt Council is
pleased to share its sixth report. It communicates our work in considering matters of public interest
with respect to Ontario’s Greenbelt and the implementation of the Growth Plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe. The Greenbelt Council is mandated by the Province of Ontario to provide advice to
the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing.
At its meeting May 27, Council met with Karen Moore (Director, Climate Change Policy Branch,
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation, and Parks) and Robyn Kurtes (Director, Environmental
Policy Branch, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation, and Parks) to hear more about the Made in
Ontario Environmental Plan, along with Deborah Martin-Downs (Chair Greenbelt Golden Horseshoe
Conservation Authority Collaborative), Dave Burnett (Coordinator, Greenbelt Golden Horseshoe
Conservation Authority Collaborative), Kim Gavine (General Manager, Conservation Ontario) and

Bonnie Fox (Manager, Policy and Planning, Conservation Ontario) to hear about the roles and
responsibilities of conservation authorities, and Tim Gray (Executive Director, Environmental Defence)
on the potential implications of Bill 108.
The following reflects Council’s deliberations on the mandate of the conservation authorities and the
government’s proposed changes to their roles and responsibilities through Bill 108 and the
Modernizing Conservation Authorities Act.
The Greenbelt Council recommends the government reconsider and delay further action on the
proposed changes to the conservation authorities’ mandate as set out in Schedule 2 of Bill 108, and
undertake a fulsome consultation process with stakeholders prior to the enactment of any legislation
and related regulations.
We do so for the following reasons:

1. Everyone in Ontario has the right to safe, clean water and watershed management is the right way
to ensure they get it Natural water processes operate in ecosystem-based geographic units—
watersheds—rather than along political boundaries. Together, Greater Golden Horseshoe watersheds
form a bioregion from Lake Ontario to Lake Simcoe and from Niagara to Rice Lake encompassing the
Oak Ridges Moraine, Niagara Escarpment and Protected Countryside of the Greenbelt. This bioregion
is under stress from rapid urban growth where 13.5 million people are expected to live in the region in
the next 20 years, all of whom need clean water to drink, access to nature, and protection from
flooding. More attention to watershed planning is essential, not less. b
Safeguarding water quality and quantity and conserving the natural resources within these
watersheds are provincial responsibilities. Since 1946, conservation authorities whose boundaries
align with watersheds have worked in partnership with the provincial government to deliver
watershed management and natural heritage conservation at the local and regional scale.

The importance of proactive watershed management has been driven home by past tragedies
including Hurricane Hazel in 1954, and the Walkerton tragedy in 2000, which stand as stark reminders
that we can’t let down our vigilance. The dangers of poor water management are severe.

2. A safe and healthy natural environment is the foundation of a healthy economy We have recently
seen the personal and taxpayer costs of the floods that ravaged the province this spring. Watershed
management through Ontario’s conservation authorities— in partnership with municipalities and the
Province—provides an efficient and cost-effective means to address environmental problems
affecting public health and safety and threatening Ontario’s economy.
The watershed approach to planning and management needs to continue to be ingrained in the
provincial regulatory and policy framework as a core mandate of the conservation authorities.

Municipalities need the services that conservation authorities provide and must not be able to opt out
of being a partner in providing essential services for the health and well-being of residents and
ultimately the economy. Otherwise residents can anticipate harm to the province’s long-term
prosperity, prosperity that is dependent on the sustainability of our biodiverse natural areas.

3. Watershed management is good for residents, business and developers Watershed planning is an
ecological, partnership and economics-driven approach that has been incredibly successful across the
GGH. Healthy watersheds contribute to the protection of people and property from flooding and
other natural hazards. They support sustainable water use and water security for future generations,
as well as biodiversity and natural heritage.
Watershed planning and management adds value to the development process. Protecting the
environment helps to protect landowners’ assets. In areas where watershed and subwatershed plans
have been completed, these documents identify potential liabilities that may otherwise result in b
business and non-governmental organizations. Conservation authorities have maintained or
expanded monitoring stations on behalf of the provincial or federal government for surface and
ground water quality and quantity, climate, vegetation, flora and fauna. This data informs decisions
today and enables modeling to assess the impacts of future land uses, activities and policies.
Information gathered and assessed at the watershed or sub-watershed scale can help to prevent or
mitigate flooding, for example.

4. Conservation authorities help municipalities avoid large, costly infrastructure projects
Conservation authorities identify and address issues and concerns that cross municipal jurisdictions.
They facilitate the use of shared watershed knowledge (rather than recreating data through separate
studies), provide technical expertise (reducing duplication in municipal staff), coordinate
implementation and help to leverage resources. As a result, conservation authorities offer a larger
scope of actions to solve or mitigate issues than would be feasible by individual municipalities. For
example, planting at the headwaters of Duffins Creek is more efficient and less costly than flood
remediation in Ajax; and implementing rural water quality programs which reduce or prevent
phosphorus from manure polluting waterways upstream in one municipality is less costly than adding
tertiary sewage treatment downstream in another.
Another municipal challenge is stormwater management, particularly in terms of flood mitigation,
and the protection of fresh water from contaminants. Evaluating the most cost effective
infrastructure solutions to stormwater runoff among municipalities within a shared watershed can
help to improve water quantity and quality control and enhance system resiliency.

5. Conservation authorities can help to enhance agricultural productivity and food security Council
agrees with the recommendations in the 2016 report of the Advisory Panel chaired by Greenbelt
Council chair David Crombie—Planning for Health, Prosperity and Growth in the Greater Golden
Horseshoe: 2015-2041—supporting agriculture viability, productivity and food security. In this regard
conservation authorities can play an important role working with the Province and local authorities to
assist in this work while maintaining the integrity of natural features and system.

6. The approval process can be made more efficient Improvements to approval processes can and
should be made in order to gain efficiencies. In addition to process improvements relating to
development and permit review, administrative silos could be eliminated and designated tasks could
be better aligned with existing capabilities of both conservation authority and provincial staff. This
could reduce duplication, shorten timelines and leverage the conservation authorities’ expertise.
Areas for consideration include permits under the Endangered Species Act, Environmental Compliance
Approval, or Permit to Take Water processes. Similar service delivery integration was undertaken with
the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans to ensure smooth delivery through the permit stage.
The Greenbelt Council is concerned that changes to governance and land-use planning in the Greater
Golden Horseshoe are being taken in an ad hoc fashion. More time for the government to understand
how changes in one area affect other areas of provincial responsibility is needed. For example,
changes to conservation authorities’ mandates are premature until the regional government review is
completed. More time for public consultation is needed. And more time for the government to
respond to public input is needed.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Re. Greenbelt Council Report #5
Part of Report Recommendation Dear Minister Clark, “Need for new approach to Transportation in the GGH”

It is my pleasure to send you the Greenbelt Council’s fifth progress report as we proceed through our
work program.
David Crombie Chair, Greenbelt Council

Need for new approach in the GGH Council recommends a new approach to the integration of
transportation and land use planning and implementation in the GGH. The goals/benefits of such an

approach would include quicker implementation of plans and projects, efficiencies in public
expenditures (there is only one taxpayer), and clearer accountabilities.

The 2016 report of the Advisory Panel chaired by Council chair David Crombie—Planning for Health,
Prosperity and Growth in the Greater Golden Horseshoe: 2015-2041—called for a rethink of regional
planning governance in the GGH at the onset of the 10-year review of the GGH provincial plans including
the Growth Plan. The panel heard from many residents and stakeholders as part of the consultation
process and in its final report called for the creation of a body with a unique regional mandate. Council
agrees with this recommendation and suggests such a body be created to provide coordination,
planning and decision-making at a regional scale.
The GGH functions as a shared and interdependent economic, social and ecological system. It requires a
regional vision and strategy that integrates transit / transportation and land use. This can best be
achieved through a regional model of governance with an appropriate mandate to ensure effective
implementation.
Council recommends the government investigate several successful regional transportation governance
models, two which are noted above, to assist in defining the appropriate mandate and authorities for a
GGH transportation agency. Such an agency should embody an integrated approach to regional
transportation and land use planning, be regionally accountable and be vested with the appropriate
tools to achieve its mandate. Council envisions that municipalities would retain their current role for
land use planning and implementation but within the context of GGH regional plans, and the Province
would continue to be responsible for capital allocation and approval of funding strategies and tools for
transportation infrastructure.
Further, Council recommends that as part of this investigation the provincial government undertake a
robust program of municipal and public consultation. Such stakeholder engagement is essential for the
effective implementation of a governance structure with a unique regional mandate—one which
ensures the essential integration of land use and transportation planning across the GGH region.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Invasive Species News

Federal watchdog warns Canada is ill
prepared for aquatic invasive species
Environmental Science and Engineering Magazine
Apr 23, 2019

Aquatic invasive species (left to right): European Green Crab, Clubbed Tunicate, Zebra Mussel.
Photos from Fisheries and Oceans Canada
A spring report from the environmental watchdog for Parliament warns that Fisheries and
Oceans Canada (DFO) and the Canada Border Services Agency have not taken the steps
required to prevent aquatic invasive species from becoming established in Canadian waters.
The Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development to the Parliament of
Canada report notes that zebra mussels, green crab, and tunicates have continued to be
threats, while government departments have not determined which species were the most
important to regulate nor which species and pathways pose the greatest threats to Canada’s
environment, economy and human health.
“We also found that Fisheries and Oceans Canada did not distinguish its responsibilities with
regard to aquatic invasive species from those of the provinces and territories,” states the report
from the Office of the Auditor General of Canada. “Not knowing who should do what creates
uncertainty about which jurisdiction should respond when new invasive species are detected.”

Invasive species can damage fisheries, shipping, aquaculture, tourism; stress ecosystem
functions; litter beaches and docks; and damage hydroelectric and drinking water filtration
facilities. See article “How to effectively control zebra mussels” for more information on Zebra
Mussel treatment.
Subscribe to our Newsletter!
The latest environmental engineering news direct to your inbox. You can unsubscribe at any
time.
The April 2 report notes that it costs less to prevent the introduction of aquatic invasive species
than to delay action and manage them once established.
The watchdog report points out that DFO’s Aquatic Invasive Species Regulations were “not
adequately enforced”, partly due to shortcomings in equipping and training fishery officers and
border officers with the means to prevent aquatic invasive species from entering Canada.
The report notes that since 2011 DFO has only developed and implemented a single rapid
response plan regarding invasive species. In this case, the plan was for several species of Asian
Carp. Likewise, the department has only responded to a single infraction since the aquatic
invasive species regulations were introduced in 2015. About 170 species are listed in those
regulations.
The report also includes responses from DFO regarding the concerns raised in the report.
Firstly, DFO stated that by April of 2021 it will have developed a systematic approach to
determine which biological and socio-economic risk assessments are needed.
Second, DFO stated that it will develop a listing process for adding new species under the
Aquatic Invasive Species Regulations, in collaboration with provinces and territories through the
National Aquatic Invasive Species Committee.
Third, DFO states that it is currently discussing a formal agreement with the Province of British
Columbia regarding the management of freshwater and marine invasive species in that
province. Discussions with New Brunswick have also begun.
Additionally, DFO responded by noting that, “while Fisheries and Oceans Canada is the lead for
managing aquatic invasive species in Canada, it is a shared responsibility across numerous
federal departments and agencies, including but not limited to Environment and Climate

Change Canada, Parks Canada, Transport Canada, Health Canada’s Pest Management
Regulatory Agency, National Defence, and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency.”
Lastly, DFO responded with the fact that it is developing enhanced training on the regulations
for border services officers and will also develop procedures, tools, and training for its fishery
officers by April of 2020.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

June 7 proclaimed Pollinator Appreciation
Day! In Ottawa.
Dinah Robinson
Ottawa, Canada

JUN 7, 2019
On June 7 the mayor declared June 7 will be Pollinator Appreciation Day in the city of Ottawa!!
They planted a small pollinator garden and installed a bee hotel today. Extra plants were
delivered to my house for distribution in Centretown community parks. Editor note: Other
Cities and Towns in Canada are doing this too!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bird News

Photo: Dickcissel, Natalia Kuzmina, Shutterstock

Protect Birds from Dangerous Insecticides
Steve Holmer, Vice President of Policy, American Bird Conservancy
The dangerous pesticide chlorpyrifos poses a serious threat to wildlife — especially birds like
the Dickcissel (shown above), which feed on insects.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was on course to ban agricultural use of
this insecticide, but reversed course in 2017 against the recommendation of the agency's own
scientists by extending chlorpyrifos' registration for five more years.
Congress has taken the initiative to protect public and wildlife health by introducing bills to ban
chlorpyrifos — H.R. 230 and S. 921 — and restrict the use of neonicotinoid pesticides, which
are also toxic to birds.
In order to get these critical protections birds across the finish line, American Citizens are being
asked to contact their U.S. Representatives and U.S. Senators, and Congress to support these
critical bills

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bird Behaviour
Science

Here’s Why Birds Rub Their
Beaks on Stuff
There’s more to this behavior than meets the eye. Some of it
meets the nose.
By Andy McGlashen Associate Editor, Audubon Magazine
May 01, 2019

Birds in This Story

Dark-eyed Junco
Junco hyemalis

European Starling
Sturnus vulgaris

Bald eagle mid-wipe. Maia Kennedy/Alamy

If you’ve spent much time observing birds—you clicked on this nerdy story, so that feels like a
safe bet—you probably have noticed them wiping their bills on a tree branch or fencepost, or
whatever else they’re perched on. And you might have wondered: What’s going on there?
A few things, it turns out. Bill-wiping is not the hottest topic in ornithology, but curiosity has
drawn the occasional researcher to the behavior over the years. Although they haven’t arrived
at a definite, universal explanation, we can summarize their reports on the role of bill-wiping
this way: It definitely acts like a napkin, probably as a file, and maybe even as a cologne spritzer.
The first scientific paper to focus on the behavior, it seems, was a 1970 review by ornithologist
George A. Clark, Jr. “Bill-wiping typically involves rapid withdrawal of the side of the beak from
base to tip closely adjacent to a foreign surface such as a branch or the ground,” he wrote. “I
have seen passerines wipe on rope clothesline, fence wire, the edge of a metal birdbath, and

the rim of a metal incinerator.” While it often involves just a few swipes here and there, Clark
cited one report of a finch wiping its beak 90 times in a few minutes. His research turned up
more than 90 species known to engage in the activity, and he surmised that all birds do it, with
the possible exceptions of hummingbirds and waterfowl. (Counterpoint: I dunno, this
hummingbird sure seems to be wiping its bill.)
The napkin principle—that birds wipe their bills primarily to clean them—is generally agreed
upon, based on logic and observation. “As widely noted, birds frequently bill-wipe after eating
messy foods such as suet, fruits, or juicy insects,” Clark wrote. It just makes sense; you know
how it is when you’re eating juicy insects. To make sure, though, researchers in the U.K. did an
experiment and confirmed in a 1992 study that European Starlings wiped their bills more often
after eating sticky food than dry food.
A larger goal of that study, however, was to test the file hypothesis—the idea that birds wipe
their bills in part to shape them. It was prompted by a student who saw a starling wipe its bill
and asked lead researcher Innes Cuthill the reason for the behavior. Cuthill didn’t know the
answer, so he searched a library and found that no one had studied the question in a lab. “I
reasoned it was probably like cats sharpening their claws, or rodents chewing to keep their
teeth down, so that led to the experiment,” Cuthill, an ecologist at the University of Bristol, said
in an email.
Like fingernails or hair, the outer portion of a bird’s beak is made of the protein keratin and
grows nonstop. Foraging and feeding wears this outer layer, giving the bill its shape. Starlings
and other species, Cuthill and colleagues noted, shift their diets at different times of year,
eating mainly bugs and worms during breeding, but switching to lots of fruits and seeds in fall
and winter. They wondered if bill-wiping might help birds hone their beaks into shapes that
work best for grabbing whatever type of food they’re focused on.

Wiping had a significant impact on bill length and shape.
The answer, their findings suggest, is yes. Wiping had a significant impact on bill length and
shape, they found. Birds that were assigned to smooth perches wiped their beaks more often
than those with rough ones, apparently compensating for the lack of abrasion. And birds with
rough perches to rub against turned out to be faster at picking up food than those with smooth
ones. “This lends support to the idea that wiping frequency may be strategically adjusted to
tune bill shape to current diet,” the team wrote.
Along with cleaning and honing, scientists have noticed that bill-wiping seems to happen a lot in
social interactions between birds. Back in 1970, Clark’s paper characterized it in those situations
as probably a “displacement activity.” That’s a term for behavior like fidgeting or headscratching that arises unconsciously when you’re frustrated or conflicted, and it’s a concept
that’s lost currency among scientists. “We don’t really accept those kinds of explanations for

animal behavior anymore,” says Danielle Whittaker, an evolutionary biologist at Michigan State
University. “We look to see if there’s anything functional.”
Which brings us to the cologne hypothesis. Whittaker is fascinated by smells and how they play
into animal reproduction. Her research has shown that preen oil, which birds produce through
a gland and use to maintain and waterproof their feathers, contains odors and chemical signals
that play a role in mate choice. So when she became aware of bill-wiping, Whittaker wondered
if birds might be slathering preen oil on nearby surfaces to release those smells and lure a
mate.
To find out, she conducted what she calls “a fun little experiment” with Dark-eyed Juncos in
Grand Teton National Park. It involved placing a caged junco—sometimes a male, sometimes a
female—in the middle of a wild junco’s range, paired accordingly with a recording of a female’s
come-hither trill or a male’s courtship or territorial songs. Whittaker and team videotaped the
wild bird so they could count its bill-wiping, and, in 2014, reported evidence that the behavior
plays a part in junco courtship. “I didn’t see it very often in response to another male,” she says,
“but I did see it very reliably in response to a female.”
These findings suggest that, routine and subtle as it seems, bill-wiping may have a meaningful
role in the most essential aspects of avian life. Like pretty much everything about birds, its
fascination deepens the more you learn.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2019-04-23
Green Party of Ontario

Ford Conservatives to decimate endangered
species legislation in Ontario
The Conservative government is proposing changes that would gut the Endangered Species Act,
taking an axe to protections for Ontario’s 243 species at risk.
Posted on April 18, 2019
Share:

“The Liberals put the Endangered Species Act on life support. Today the Conservatives
proposed changes that pull the plug on protecting endangered species,” said Green Party
leader, Mike Schreiner.
Take action: Send a letter to the Minister asking him to back off these draconian changes
The most shocking change would allow companies to pay into a fund rather than complying
with environmental laws in the Endangered Species Act.
“This is a Pay-to-Slay fund that green-lights the destruction of species and their habitat. The Act
is worthless if deep-pocketed companies can just pay to ignore it,” said Schreiner.
The Minister also announced discretionary powers that would allow him to interfere with
science-based recommendations and delay species recovery. The most stunning example is that
animals could be delisted from the Species-At-Risk list if they are doing well outside Ontario.
“The health of species elsewhere should not give Ontario permission to exterminate them
locally. I am disturbed this government would consider dropping habitat protections because
other places are protecting biodiversity,” said Schreiner.

In a press conference, Schreiner pushed back against the government for removing protections
under the excuse of cutting red tape and opening Ontario for business.
“Endangered pollinators like the monarch butterfly are critical to Ontario’s $40 billion food and
farming sector. Protected areas like the Greenbelt provide $3 billion in environmental benefits,
including flood protection, water filtration and carbon storage,” said Schreiner.
“This government cannot call itself fiscally responsible if it is going to pave over the
environmental services that nature provides for free,” he said.
Take action: Send a letter to the Minister asking him to back off these draconian changes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ontario government cancels program to
plant 50 million trees
BlogTO City Lauren O'Neil 2019-04-20

A healthy amount of trees is considered superfluous, it seems, under Ontario Premier Doug
Ford's new cost-cutting regime.
The Canadian Press reported Thursday morning that Ford's PC government has cancelled a tree
planting program that would have seen some 50 million new trees planted across Ontario by
2025.
Fitting titled the "50 Million Tree Program," the initiative started in 2008 with an annual budget
of roughly $4.7 million. More than 27 million trees have already been planted as a result but,
sadly for the health of our forests, the program's funding has been pulled.
Forests Ontario CEO Rob Keen said he was told the by the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry that the program was being eliminated as a way to cut costs following the
announcement of 2019's contentious provincial budget.
"Premier (Doug) Ford wants to reduce the deficit and this was... something they thought was
expendable," Keen said to the Canadian Press.
"We certainly recognize that with climate change coming it's going to be more important than
ever to have healthy, contiguous, large forests to be able to mitigate climate change and
certainly adapt to climate change."

Keen says that 40 per cent forest cover is needed in Ontario "to ensure forest sustainability."
Right now, we're sitting at an average of 26 per cent with some areas showing numbers as low
as five per cent forest cover.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wildlife Safety in the Greater Golden Horseshoe
Transportation problems key problem for wildlife safety and
future in the GGH – need for improvement but wildlife
forgotten
Landscape Ecology Report
Re: Greenbelt Council Report #5
Part of Report Recommendation – Need for new approach to Transportation in the GGH

Dear Minister Clark,
It is my pleasure to send you the Greenbelt Council’s fifth progress report as we proceed
through our work program.
David Crombie Chair, Greenbelt Council

Need for new approach in the GGH Council recommends a new approach to the integration of
transportation and land use planning and implementation in the GGH. The goals/benefits of
such an approach would include quicker implementation of plans and projects, efficiencies in
public expenditures (there is only one taxpayer), and clearer accountabilities.

The 2016 report of the Advisory Panel chaired by Council chair David Crombie—Planning for
Health, Prosperity and Growth in the Greater Golden Horseshoe: 2015-2041—called for a
rethink of regional planning governance in the GGH at the onset of the 10-year review of the
GGH provincial plans including the Growth Plan. The panel heard from many residents and
stakeholders as part of the consultation process and in its final report called for the creation of
a body with a unique regional mandate. Council agrees with this recommendation and suggests
such a body be created to provide coordination, planning and decision-making at a regional
scale.

The GGH functions as a shared and interdependent economic, social and ecological system. It
requires a regional vision and strategy that integrates transit / transportation and land use. This
can best be achieved through a regional model of governance with an appropriate mandate to
ensure effective implementation.
Council recommends the government investigate several successful regional transportation
governance models, two which are noted above, to assist in defining the appropriate mandate
and authorities for a GGH transportation agency. Such an agency should embody an integrated
approach to regional transportation and land use planning, be regionally accountable and be
vested with the appropriate tools to achieve its mandate. Council envisions that municipalities
would retain their current role for land use planning and implementation but within the context
of GGH regional plans, and the Province would continue to be responsible for capital allocation
and approval of funding strategies and tools for transportation infrastructure.
Further, Council recommends that as part of this investigation the provincial government
undertake a robust program of municipal and public consultation. Such stakeholder
engagement is essential for the effective implementation of a governance structure with a
unique regional mandate—one which ensures the essential integration of land use and
transportation planning across the GGH region.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nature Events

York Regional Forest Event – Forest
Photography

Spending time in nature can relieve stress and improve your memory performance and attention span. Join us on a free guided walk to experience
the beauty of the York Regional Forest.

Registration Information

Registration opens one month before each event. Register online or call 1-877-464-9675. Click on
each event to view the full details. Children under 16 years of age must be accompanied by an
adult.
Events are designed for people who have never been to the York Regional Forest. If you have
attended a monthly walk before, please spread the word about these exciting events and join us at a
festival or special event.
How to Prepare for Your Visit
Please wear appropriate clothing to suit the season. Dressing in layers is recommended. Events are
held snow, rain or shine.
Wearing insect repellent, closed-toed footwear, light coloured long-sleeved shirts and long pants,
tucked into your socks is recommended. Poison ivy is common in all forests.

2019 Event

Forest Photography
Thursday, August 8 | 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Enjoy a leisurely stroll in the forest and capture iconic scenes of one of our most scenic
forests, including a fabulous sunset! Basic photography lesson included. Please bring your
camera. Registration required.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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EVERGREEN BRICK WORKS – Toronto

Events for Kids and Grandkids
Weekend Nature Play

This unique and dynamic program and space requires parents and guardians to supervise their
children while co-creating a magical world of possibilities alongside our team of Nature Play
Animators.
The Children’s Garden is suitable for children and families of all ages as it inspires them to use
their imagination in open-ended play and contribute to the care and stewardship of the space.
Here, children have the freedom to be the architects of their environment, to invent and build
using their own creativity and problem-solving skills, all while developing an appreciation for
the natural world.
Themes respond to the changing seasons and weather, and are based on the natural materials
available. Most importantly, our program is a great way to be active and connect with
community, family and the environment that sustains us all.
Every weekend visitors will have access to sand and water play, loose parts, greenhouse and
urban agriculture zones, or can just enjoy our family-friendly Children's Garden quiet zones with
a good storybook or Nature ID guide!

Contact:
Evergreen at info@evergreen.ca or 416-596-1495

Location:

Children's Garden at Evergreen Brick Works
550 Bayview Ave, Toronto ON, M4W 3X8
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

World Ocean Day
Oceans Day
2019-06-08

Quartz News
Today is World Oceans Day, an international affair to celebrate the seas and sing their blues.
Observed since 2002, the occasion is marked by conservation events around the globe. This
year’s sad theme is plastic pollution.
Just as scientists are starting to make sense of the mysteries of the oceans’ depths—we
recently discovered what makes the deep-sea dragonfish’s teeth transparent—the world’s
waters are under serious threat. Rising temperatures are melting ice caps and pushing sea
levels up globally, but there’s more. Human trash is everywhere, making its way into the bellies
of beasts even in the oceans’ nether reaches.
Take Monterey Bay in California. It seems clean, but the Researchers recently found the
concentration of microplastics in the bay’s depths rival the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, the
world’s filthiest stretch of ocean.
Located between Hawaii and California, the patch is a shifting mass of trash covering about
618,000 sq miles (1.6 million sq km). That’s roughly three times the size of France.
Every year 8 million metric tons of plastic—which can take decades or centuries to
decompose—enter the oceans, adding to the estimated 150 million metric tons already

circulating. As the Ocean Conservancy notes, “That’s like dumping one New York City garbage
truck full of plastic into the ocean every minute of every day for an entire year.”
This waste travels to places human divers can’t access. The Mariana Trench in the Western
Pacific—where the deepest fish in the sea reside at 26,600 ft (about 8,100 m)—is considered
the lowest place on Earth. But it too has a plastics problem. A b of the six deepest trenches in
the Pacific Rim found contaminants in 72% of the 90 creatures examined.
The most helpful thing would be for industries to change their destructive habits. Still, personal
actions do matter. The World Oceans Day website offers ample motivation, explaining, “A
healthy world ocean is critical to our survival…It generates most of the oxygen we breathe,
helps feed us, regulates our climate, cleans the water we drink, offers a pharmacopoeia of
medicines, [and] provides limitless inspiration.” —Ephrat Livni
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------B.B.C. News

Climate Change News
Canada warming twice as fast as the
rest of the world, report says
April 3, 2019
Share

Image copyrightUIG VIA GETTY IMAGESImage captionCanada's Arctic is warming faster than southern
Canada
Canada is warming on average at a rate twice as fast as the rest of the world, a new scientific
report indicates.
The federal government climate report also warns that changes are already evident in many parts of
the country and are projected to intensify.
Canada's Arctic has seen the deepest impact and will continue to warm at more than double the global
rate.
The report suggests that many of the effects already seen are probably irreversible.
Canada's annual average temperature has warmed by an estimated 1.7C (3F) since 1948, when
nationwide temperatures were first recorded.
The largest temperature increases have been seen in the North, the Prairies, and in northern British
Columbia.

Annual average temperature in northern Canada increased by approximately 2.3C.
Drilling climate history in 'Iceberg Alley'
Saving the planet: The next move
Climate change impacts 'accelerating'

▪
▪
▪

"While both human activities and natural variations in the climate have contributed to the observed
warming in Canada, the human factor is dominant," the report states.
"It is likely that more than half of the observed warming in Canada is due to the influence of human
activities."
The report came as the government imposed carbon taxes on four of Canada's 10 provinces for failing to
introduce their own plans for tackling climate change.

What are the effects?
The effects of global warming on Canada's environment include more extreme weather.
Hotter temperatures could mean more heat waves and a higher risk of wildfires and droughts in some
parts of the country.
Oceans are expected to become more acidic and less oxygenated, which could harm marine life.

Media captionWhat is global warming?

Parts of Canada's Arctic Ocean are projected to have extensive ice-free periods during summer within a
few decades.
A rise in sea levels could also increase the risk of coastal flooding and more intense rainfall could cause
problems with flooding in urban centres.

What caused Canada's warming?
Canada's rapid warming is due to a number of factors, including a loss of snow and sea ice, which is
increasing the absorption of solar radiation and causing larger surface warming than in other regions,
according to the report.
Despite the bleak projections, the report notes that the amount of warming could be limited if global
action is taken by drastically reducing "carbon emissions to near zero early in the second half of the
century and [reducing] emissions of other greenhouse gases substantially".
▪ What is in the Paris climate agreement?
▪ Cyclone Idai and the climate connection
Canada is one of nearly 200 countries that have signed on to the Paris Agreement - a single global
agreement on tackling climate change that seeks to keep temperatures "well below" 2C above preindustrial times and "endeavour to limit" them even more, to 1.5C.
The Canadian government says it will meet the Paris target of cutting emissions to 30% below 2005
levels by 2030 despite the fact that a number of official reports indicate the country is unlikely to meet
its reduction targets without significant effort.

Is public opinion changing?
University of Toronto professor Matthew Hoffmann told the BBC that, like the recent Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change report, this one underscores the warnings about the impact of climate change.
"This is yet another reaffirmation of the urgency of this problem," he said.
Civil society appeared to be at a "tipping point" on the issue with public opinion moving in support of
governments taking action.
Image captionStudents in Quebec were among thousands protesting around the world in March
Mr Hoffmann points to recent student protests in the UK, Canada and elsewhere pushing for
governments to take active steps to tackle the problem.
"People are starting to feel climate change - it's starting to be part of their lived experience," he said.

What else is the government doing?
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau warned the country's provinces two years ago that they needed to come
up with plans by 1 April setting out how they would contribute to Canada's reduction targets.

The four that the government accuses of failing to do so are Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and New
Brunswick.
The carbon tax will be added to the cost of fuel - 4.4 Canadian cents (3.6 US cents) per litre initially equivalent to 20 Canadian dollars per tonne of carbon produced, more than doubling by 2022.
However, households are expected to be compensated by the federal government in the form of "climate
action incentive" rebates.
The opposition Conservatives have vowed to scrap the tax should they win federal elections in October.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Human Civilization Will Crumble by 2050 If
We Don't Stop Climate Change Now, New
Paper Claims
Live Science
Brandon Specktor, Senior Writer | June 4, 2019

The Chernobyl exclusion zone shows a glimpse of a world inhospitable to life. According to a
new climate policy paper, much of Earth could look the same by 2050 if humans don't act fast
to mitigate global warming.
Credit: Shutterstock
It seems every week there's a scary new report about how man-made climate change is going
to cause the collapse of the world's ice sheets, result in the extinction of up to 1 million animal
species and — if that wasn't bad enough — make our beer very, very expensive. This week, a
new policy paper from an Australian think tank claims that those other reports are slightly off;
the risks of climate change are actually much, much worse than anyone can imagine.
According to the paper, climate change poses a "near- to mid-term existential threat to human
civilization," and there's a good chance society could collapse as soon as 2050 if serious
mitigation actions aren't taken in the next decade.

Published by the Breakthrough National Centre for Climate Restoration in Melbourne (an
independent think tank focused on climate policy) and authored by a climate researcher and a
former fossil fuel executive, the paper's central thesis is that climate scientists are too
restrained in their predictions of how climate change will affect the planet in the near future.
The current climate crisis, they say, is larger and more complex than any humans have ever
dealt with before. General climate models — like the one that the United Nations' Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) used in 2018 to predict that a global temperature increase of 3.6 degrees
Fahrenheit (2 degrees Celsius) could put hundreds of millions of people at risk — fail to account
for the sheer complexity of Earth's many interlinked geological processes; as such, they fail to
adequately predict the scale of the potential consequences. The truth, the authors wrote, is
probably far worse than any models can fathom.
How the world ends
What might an accurate worst-case picture of the planet's climate-addled future actually look
like, then? The authors provide one particularly grim scenario that begins with world
governments "politely ignoring" the advice of scientists and the will of the public to
decarbonize the economy (finding alternative energy sources), resulting in a global temperature
increase 5.4 F (3 C) by the year 2050. At this point, the world's ice sheets vanish; brutal
droughts kill many of the trees in the Amazon rainforest (removing one of the world's largest
carbon offsets); and the planet plunges into a feedback loop of ever-hotter, ever-deadlier
conditions.
"Thirty-five percent of the global land area, and 55 percent of the global population, are subject
to more than 20 days a year of lethal heat conditions, beyond the threshold of human
survivability," the authors hypothesized.
Meanwhile, droughts, floods and wildfires regularly ravage the land. Nearly one-third of the
world's land surface turns to desert. Entire ecosystems collapse, beginning with the planet's
coral reefs, the rainforest and the Arctic ice sheets. The world's tropics are hit hardest by these
new climate extremes, destroying the region's agriculture and turning more than 1 billion
people into refugees.
This mass movement of refugees — coupled with climate change and severe drops in food and
water availability — begin to stress the fabric of the world's largest nations, including the
United States. Armed conflicts over resources, perhaps culminating in nuclear war, are likely.
The result, according to the new paper, is "outright chaos" and perhaps "the end of human
global civilization as we know it."
How can this catastrophic vision of the future be prevented? Only with the people of the world
accepting climate change for the emergency it is and getting to work — immediately. According
to the paper's authors, the human race has about one decade left to mount a global movement
to transition the world economy to a zero-carbon-emissions system. (Achieving zero-carbon

emissions requires either not emitting carbon or balancing carbon emissions with carbon
removal.) The effort required to do so "would be akin in scale to the World War II emergency
mobilization," the authors wrote.
The new policy paper was endorsed with a foreword by Adm. Chris Barrie, a retired Australian
defense chief and senior royal navy commander who has testified before the Australian Senate
about the devastating possibilities climate change poses to national security and overall human
well-being.
"I told the [Senate] Inquiry that, after nuclear war, human-induced global warming is the
greatest threat to human life on the planet," Barrie wrote in the new paper. "Human life on
Earth may be on the way to extinction, in the most horrible way."
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